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leica wikipedia la enciclopedia libre - leica es una empresa alemana dedicada a la fabricaci n de instrumentos pticos de
precisi n est dividida en tres compa as claramente diferenciadas leica camera ag leica geosystems ag y leica microsystems
ag que se dedican respectivamente a producir c maras fotogr ficas equipamiento topogr fico para topograf a y equipamiento
m dico microscop a proceso histol gico, panasonic lumix dmc lx10 lx15 review - the panasonic lumix dmc lx10 lx15 in
some markets is a 20mp large sensor compact with a bright f1 4 2 8 24 72mm equivalent zoom lens which is to say it s a
very capable pocket camera, carl zeiss ag wikipedia - carl zeiss german branded as zeiss is a german manufacturer of
optical systems and industrial measurement and medical devices founded in jena germany in 1846 by optician carl zeiss
together with ernst abbe joined 1866 and otto schott joined 1884 they built a base for modern optics and manufacturing
there are currently two parts of the company carl zeiss ag located in oberkochen, sony a9 full review mirrorless redefined
digital - the sony alpha 9 is the company s first camera aimed at professional wedding action and sports photographers it s
a 24mp full frame mirrorless camera that can shoot at 20 frames per second with full autofocus, the camera house
collectable classic used cameras - cat ref makes models price cag172 agfa camera karat 12 2 8 c1948 50 with karat
xenar 5cm f2 8 lens compur rapid b 1 500 shutter coupled rangefinder for 12 exposure karat cassettes no cassette case
with new strap vvg camera exc, liste aller dateiendungen mit file extensions - liste von dateiendungen mit alphatisch
sortiert mit erkl rung was bedeutet die file extension, electrical electronic and cybernetic brand name index - introduction
please note that most of these brand names are registered trade marks company names or otherwise controlled and their
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